BE BOLD. BE STRONG.

CYBER STRONG.™

CYBER INNOVATION, LEADERSHIP
AND EXPERTISE FOR 20+ YEARS
NAS has been at the forefront of cyber liability insurance for over twenty years, having led the development
of privacy protection insurance in the healthcare industry. Today, we insure thousands of companies and our
in-house claims experts handle hundreds of cyber incidents each year across a range of financial services,
retail, hospitality, educational, and governmental organizations.

Unlike other cyber policies, NAS’ NetGuard® Plus Cyber Liability and e-MD® provides a range of coverage
options with flexibility to fit your clients' unique needs, including:
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Multimedia Liability
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Network Asset Protection
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Security and Privacy Liability
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Cyber Extortion
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Privacy Regulatory Defense and Penalties
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Cyber Crime
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Breach Event Costs
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PCI - DSS
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BrandGuard®
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Dependent Business Interruption

BrandGuard® from NAS Insurance gives you breach response,
plus coverage for a loss in profits during recovery.

Calculate the direct costs of IT forensic investigations, patient
notification, the legal expenses and government fines. Then add in
the indirect costs of losing customers, a damaged reputation and a
hit to profitability.
If your insurance only handles the breach, you’re not getting full cyber coverage.

BrandGuard® protects your profits while you restore your business and your reputation.
Watch the video at: http://www.nasinsurance.com/solutions/detail_product/netguard-plus
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INCIDENT PREPAREDNESS,
RESPONSE AND BUSINESS RESTORATION

PRE-BREACH
RISK MANAGEMENT

EXPERT CLAIMS
HANDLING

RECOVERY &
RESTORATION

NASprovides more than a robust insurance policy. Our team of expert professional service providers are
available to help you and your organization:
- Mitigate data and privacy risks
- Prepare an incident response plan
- Respond to a suspected breach
- Recover from a data breach or privacy incident
- Restore your customers and employees trust
We are all working together with one focus – getting you back in business quickly.
The following provides an overview of each of the 8 key cyber services you can rely on as part of your NAS
Cyber Liability policy.

RISK MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMER NOTIFICATION

LEGAL SERVICES

CREDIT MONITORING

DATA SECURITY & FORENSICS

PUBLIC RELATIONS

REGULATORY FINES & PENALTIES

CALL CENTER

In the event of a cyber incident, please call our claims department at 818.382.2030.
To learn how to avoid a cyber incident, please visit: NAScybernet.com

Expert Breach Response Service Providers
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NAS CyberNET: SUPPORT AND RISK MANAGEMENT
As an NAS cyber liability insurance policyholder, your policy includes NAS CyberNET®, giving you access to expert
cyber risk advisors when you need them, plus 24/7 online training courses, sample policies, vendor agreement
templates and more.
NAS CyberNET® helps you and your organization mitigate the risk and impact of a cyber breach.

CYBER SECURITY TRAINING
Get ‘cyber smart’ with 16 online courses, including:
- Data Security Basics
- Social Engineering and Phishing Schemes
- Ransomware Attacks

COMPLIANCE TRAINING
Keeping your organization up to date:
- State and Federal, Industry Specific
- Data Protection Guidelines
- Links to government sites

RISK MANAGEMENT
Guidance to implement preventative measures:
- Best Practice Guidelines

With NAS, you’re more than
insured, you’re prepared!

- Risk Assessment & Fitness Checklist
- Incident Response Planning

See the online demo at nascybernet.com
username: cyberNETdemo@nascyberNET.com
password: StopBreaches

For more information about NAS CyberNET® and our
complete Cyber Liability Insurance solutions, contact
NAS Insurance cyber experts at:
Samantha Haber | 818.808.4462 |
shaber@nasinsurance.com

CYBER LIABILITY RISK SCENARIOS
The following provides a summary of relevant data breach scenarios that illustrate the benefits of the specific
insuring agreements in our NetGuard® Plus Cyber Liability policy.
I. Privacy Regulatory Defense and Penalties
In 2015, a large hotel chain suffered a data breach due to a form of social engineering called “pretexting” in which an
individual tricks another party into divulging confidential information. In this case, the hacker posed as an employee in the
hotel chain’s corporate IT department and convinced two other employees to enter their employee IDs and passwords into
a fake, or “phishing”, website. The hacker used the employees’ security credentials to access the personally identifiable
information (“PII”) of hotel guests. The breach exposed the names, home addresses, email addresses, phone numbers,
driver’s license numbers, license plate numbers, credit card numbers and telephone numbers of thousands of customers.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) investigated and found that a lack of technical safeguards, such as multi-factor
authentication, contributed to the theft of customer information. At the conclusion of its investigation, the FTC
ordered the company to pay civil penalties. The Insured’s Cyber liability insurance covered the civil penalties, as well
as any costs associated with defending the hotel chain in the investigation.
II. Cyber Extortion
The manager at a popular local tavern inadvertently downloaded an email attachment that appeared to be from his
bookkeeper. The file contained the ‘CryptoLocker’ virus that encrypted files on his computer, including the QuickBooks
files that are used to manage the restaurants finances and payroll. When he tried to access an encrypted file, a message
appeared that notified him that all files have been encrypted and will only be unlocked if he paid a ‘ransom’ using BitCoin.
After consulting with his insurance agent and their insurer, they were informed that this type of ‘cyber extortion’ is
covered by the cyber liability insurance policy. The restaurant manager engaged an IT expert referred by the
insurance company and determined that the threat was real and that the best course of action was to pay the
ransom and assess further exposure and/or loss.
III. Privacy Breach Response Costs, Customer Notification Expenses, and Breach Support and Credit Monitoring Expenses
A school sent an email to parents requesting the return of a completed permission form for a field trip. Rather than a
blank example form being attached to the email, a completed form for one student was inadvertently attached. The
form contained the student’s medical details, insurance information, emergency contact information and social security
number. The email was sent to over 264 recipients. The school notified the affected student and his parents, and
provided them with credit monitoring.
The Insured’s Cyber Liability insurance covered the expense of notifying the affected student and his parents and credit
monitoring costs.

The scenarios are examples of the types of claims and associated costs commonly seen and do not represent a comprehensive explanation of any one particular claim. While
the subject coverage is designed to address certain risks and associated costs, coverage may not be available in all circumstances. Each reported claim will be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis. The actual policy or endorsement language should be referenced to determine coverage applicability and availability.
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ONLINE TRAINING
Introducing Smarter.NASInsurance.com, an online
resource to help you learn more about cyber risks
and how to best present coverage to your clients.
For more information visit:
Smarter.NASinsurance.com/cyber

ONLINE QUOTING & ISSUING
Now NAS offers you a simpler, quicker way to build
your specialty cyber business…online! With a
range of limits and options, NAS ONLINE is a
state-of-the-art system to help you build and grow
your cyber business book fast.
Visit us at: nasinsurance.com/nasonline

Get a jumpstart on quotes with our new Ballpark tool. In just 3 easy
steps, you can create a single or multi-product estimate
customized for your client.

NAS CONTACTS
Underwriting
Peter Hedberg
VP, Northeast Cyber & Technology
E&O Manager
646.693.7559
phedberg@nasinsurance.com
Tina Porcelli Levine
Underwriter, Southeast Regional
818.479.4301
tporcelli@nasinsurance.com
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Ari Giller
AVP, Mid-West Regional Cyber Manager
312.690.7111
agiller@nasinsurance.com

In the event of a cyber incident,
please
call
our
claims
department at 818.382.2030.

Jordan Rankell
AVP, West Coast Regional Manager
818.479.4305
jrankell@nasinsurance.com

To learn how to avoid a cyber
incident, please visit:
NAScybernet.com

